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Expert Level

Antimicrobial Drug Resistance:
The ability of a microorganism to withstand the antimicrobial drug activity which in previous cases was
effective against the respective microbe is said to be
antimicrobial drug resistance. These type of microbes are
typical to treat where the treatment needed to be altered
by changing the medication or using higher doses in
similar medication i.e. in such cases the treatment may be
expensive or toxic or both. The case where microbes are
resistance to numerous drugs is Multi-Drug Resistance
(MDR).
Vaccine Research and Development:
Vaccination stands as the best and efficient way ever
discovered to prevent an infection. A vaccine is prepared
using live or dead bacteria\virus which strengthens the
immune system and fights against the infection causing
pathogenic microorganisms. Vaccination is widely
questioned and discussed aspect on its introduction and
has finally been declared the safest and efficient way of
fighting a wild spread infection. There on making
innovative and information technologies as a base we saw
discovery of vaccines for many deadly diseases. Vaccine
was the reason for worldwide eradication of deadly
infections which once lead to millions of deaths. But
devastatingly the knowledge of vaccine is restricted to very
limited countries.
Dr. Leili Chamani-Tabriz one of our Organizing
Committee for 14th International Conference on Infectious
Disease Prevention and Control, shared her talk on
“Updates on challenging art of syphilis diagnosis and
management” and Dr. Ananda M. Chakrabarty was also a
part of our Organizing Committee who has emphasized for
patent oriented research and termed protein as ‘Drug of
the Future” With the help of our esteemed guests we
successfully completed Infectious Diseases Conf 2019.
To perceive advancements and innovations be a part
of our next in series conference 15th International
Conference on Infectious Disease Prevention and Control
scheduled on March 19-20, 2020 at Dubai, UAE.
References:
• “Updates on challenging art of syphilis diagnosis and
management” by Dr. Leili Chamani-Tabriz at Dubai, UAE
• ‘Drug of the Future” coined by Dr. Ananda M. Chakrabarty at
Dubai, UAE
Contact us:
Email: infectiousdiseaseconf@memeetings.com
Ph.no: +1 201 380 5561
Our Organizing Committee Members:
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Expert level is the highest level of all the awards at
the conference of Infectious Diseases, as the people
present under these criteria are most experienced and
eminent personalities. They are the people with 20+ years
of experience in the field of Infectious Diseases or
Microbiology. For a small, straightforward academic or
research event, a conference expert level committee may
be made up of more than five members. Committee
members, having a good knowledge of the event
management plan, are well placed to provide training,
supervision and assistance to other personnel involved in
the organization of the event. Ideally the expert level
committee involves people with skills, sound knowledge
and experience in the respective areas of Infectious
Diseases or Microbiology. Expert level committee includes
things other than the achievements that will be an
improvement for the attendees and volunteers that
support the activity.
Professional Level
The second higher level award of the whole
conference and the people in these criteria are the
expertise in a particular with an experience of 10+ years in
the area Infectious Diseases or Microbiology. An efficient
moderator can start a friendly atmosphere in the room,
make the speakers feel welcome, and go a long way toward
confirming that interesting questions are asked and a solid
discussion ensues The award should motivate individuals
to strive to realize their fullest potential which could in
turn be beneficial. Epic works are not only a testament to
the individual’s efforts, but they also have the potential to
change the whole world as they can lead to formulation of
better policies and or a new mind set
Scholar Level
The Masters/ Ph.ds are awarded to promote,
recognize and reward the most outstanding presentation
presented by students or young researchers in the subject
of Infectious Diseases or Microbiology.
Each year,
Chairpersons / Judges will assess and score student
presentations at conferences based on the innovative
ideas, communication and interaction skills. Typically, the
topmost 2-5% of presenters in each section is awarded.
Women Scientist
Our Conference provides a unique platform for
women scientists for presenting latest research projects
with an in-depth analysis. People with 10+ years of
experience in the field of Infectious Diseases or
Microbiology are considered under these criteria. This
award may lead in the boost of the confidence of the
women aiming in the increase of number of presentations
by woman at our events.
Outstanding speaker
The recognition of this award resembles to a
speakers outstanding presentation on any of the scientific
sessions at the conference basing on the department of
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Infectious Diseases or Microbiology. Resembling upraises
of the confidence in a speaker with the projection of his
skills of presentation and experience in handling a stage to
speak on is the base to present this award. The
professional may gain the attraction of the delegates
leading to support of his research and publications in the
future.
Best keynote speaker
Keynote speeches are usually based on the speaker's
perspective of future advancements and experiences in the
area Infectious Diseases or Microbiology. They can also
include motivational, inspirational elements and the recent
trends in the field of Infectious Diseases or Microbiology.
But the most important factor for keynote message success
is audience engagement, innovative ideas for the
betterment of health conditions in society, someone who
captures the essence of your meeting and can lead in the
enhancement of people getting motivated towards
presenting or participating at the conference, weaving the
key message that you want the audience to take away with
them, into their speech in a fun and memorable way.

Outstanding thesis
The award is for the most relevant thesis by a young
researcher. The Young Researchers Forum provides the
possibility to meet and deliberate research topics and
methodologies to promote and develop ideas, learn and
gain knowledge from Key investigators at the conference
basing on the departments Microbiology, Immunology and
Pathology. This award aims in the boost up of confidence in
the students’ which leads in the optimized presentations of
the students with new ideology in the area Infectious
Diseases or Microbiology .The forum will offer an
opportunity for collegial interaction with other young
investigators and established senior investigators across
the globe.

Best poster presentation
Poster presentations are a very important way of
sharing significant research and deserve recognition
aiming the departments Infectious Diseases or
Microbiology. The poster gives a framework to visually
summarize your work, to engage others in discussions, and
a chance to other young researchers to learn the complete
topic by referring the complete paper. The student poster
award will acknowledge work that best represents the
purposes, goals, vision and adds new knowledge,
contributes innovative research, and/or provides
insightful contribution to the field of Microbiology and
Immunology by a bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral student.
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